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new high of 366300 foreign students
enrolled at US colleges & universities
students from asia are the fastest

growing sector of the US foreign student
population according to the latest annual
survey by the institute of international
education IIE data from open doors
1988891988 IIEs89 publication of its annual
survey of 2904 US colleges and
universities shows 366354 foreign
students a 3 increase over the previous
academic year

the two world regions sending the
largest proportions of students to the US
continue to be asia 52 and latin
america 12 europe is in third place
12 while the middle east 11 and

africa 7 have fallen to fourth and fifth

students from china were the largest
single group at 29040 students from
taiwan followed closely with 28760
japanese students showed an impressive
growth rate of 33 percent the highest
percentage increase in the survey to
24000 students an unusually high

proportion of japanese 17 were
enrolled in intensive english language
programs

effect of recent events in china

the effects of recent political upheaval
in china on student flows are not yet
perceptible IIEHEilelle is keeping close watch on
this matter through successive surveys of
campuses with concentrations of chinese
students the institute will issue a report
in the near future on the proportion of
actual to expected arrivals during the
198990 academic year

number of graduate students
continues to grow

the trend toward graduate education
persists foreign graduate students
increased by 6 to 166380 while
undergraduates at fouryearfour institutionsyear
decreased by 4 to 131900
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growth in ESL and practical
training programs

both english as a second language
ESL programs and practical training

showed dramatic increases there were
24 more foreign students in intensive
english language programs 29747 and
46 more in practical training 28500
growth in intensive english may precede
an expansion in foreign student enrollment
in regular academic programs as intensive
ESL is often a prerequisite to fulltimefull
academic

time
study for students with

lessthanfluentless englishthan As for the
increase in practical training foreign
students have long urged the need for
greater access to practical training
opportunities apparently this need is now
being met more effectively by US higher
education

engineering declines
but still leads other fields

the leading field of study continued to
be engineering 20 or 72710 but its
lead over businessmanagementbusiness 19management or
69320 has shrunk to less than one
percent ten years ago engineering
accounted for almost 27 of the foreign
student population and business
management for only 16

california new york and texas
lead states

california led all other states with
49291 foreign students followed by new
york 37802 and texas 23240 two
top ten states new york and
pennsylvania saw their foreign student
enrollment grow 9 in a single year

however numbers in texas and the
district of columbia among top ten
states actually decreased

ordering copies of the report

open doors 1988891988189 will be available
in december the book is a 150page150
report

page
on IIEs annual international student

census with extensive explanatory text and
over 100 supporting statistical tables and
charts open doors 1988891988189 may be
ordered from HE books 809 united
nations plaza new york NY
10017358010017 send3580 a check or money order
for 32.953295 with your request

leading places of origin

change
preyprcyprex yr

29040 15.4154
28760 7.979
24000 33.0330
23350 11.1111lii
20610 0.404
16170 17.0170
16030 2.222
10560 0.808
8950 14.1141
8720 3.232

COUNTRIES
china PRC
taiwan ROC
japan
india
korea republic of
malaysia
canada
hong kong
irmiraninan

indonesia

WORLD REGIONS
asia 191430
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latin america
europe
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north america
oceania
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